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The need for an accelerated 
deployment of smart meters as an 
enabler of low emissions technologies, 
increased energy productivity and 
long-term emissions reductions.



Australia’s energy system is already in transition from an emissions intensive to a low 
emissions sector. The integration of new and proven technology is the key to unlocking 
benefits for consumers and supporting a reliable and affordable system as this transition 
takes place.

Intellihub supports the intent of the Technology Investment Roadmap to unlock investment to 
help with this transition.

We submit that advanced digital metering, or smart meters, can be immediately deployed to 
help enable Distributed Energy Resources (DER) and large-scale renewables, helping to lower 
emissions and improve energy productivity.

Advanced digital meters enable a range of beneficial behind the meter services like smart 
appliances, demand response, electric vehicles and solar PV. They allow grid operators to 
manage high penetrations of rooftop solar and peak demand without the need for blunt tools 
to prevent consumers from exporting their solar generation at certain times; give customers 
access to data to help them manage their energy costs and consumption; and encourage 
retail competition - helping to put downward pressure on electricity prices.

However, at present Australia is on track for one of the slowest roll outs of smart meter 
technology in the developed world. At our present rate, we will reach full deployment by the 
middle of the century. Without intervention, this country will be stuck with a fleet of ageing 
and unresponsive accumulation meters, that become an impediment to a low emissions and 
modern electricity grid.

There is an opportunity via the Technology Investment Roadmap to help break down 
investment barriers to immediately increase smart meter deployments and unlock benefits 
for consumers, industry and the community.
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Who we are

The Intellihub Group (Intellihub) is an Australian and New Zealand based utility services 
company focussed on electricity, gas and water metering services. We are a leading provider 
of electricity smart meter services in Australia and are currently deploying advanced digital 
meters to residential and business customers in most states and territories in Australia. 
We partner with electricity retailers, distributors and other energy sector participants to 
utilise smart metering technology to deliver data and services that improve the affordability, 
reliability and security of the electricity sector.

Overview

This submission responds to the Technology Investment Roadmap discussion paper’s 
questions regarding:

• The shortlist of technologies that Australia could prioritise for achieving scale in 
deployment through its technology investments.

• Goals for leveraging private investment.

• What broader issues, including infrastructure, skills, regulation or planning, need to be 
worked through to enable priority technologies to be adopted at scale in Australia; and,

• Suggestions for economic stretch goals that could help establish pathways for the cost-
effective deployment of priority technologies.

Smart meters are an essential enabler of low emissions 
technologies and improved energy productivity 

Intellihub supports the discussion paper’s conclusion that the key technology challenges and 
opportunities for the energy sector from 2020 to 2022 are:

• integrating record investment in renewables to support affordability, security and 
reliability; and

• boosting energy productivity and the deployment of cost-effective commercially ready 
technologies across domestic sectors.

Advanced digital meters are an essential enabler of these objectives. 

The Technology Investment Roadmap Discussion Paper mainly focusses on new and emerging 
generation technologies and increased penetration of distributed energy resources (DER) 
to drive emissions reductions. However, the data and services provided by advanced digital 
meters are a key requirement for those technologies to be integrated into the broader energy 
system in a way that supports affordability, security and reliability.



A key lesson from recent developments in the energy sector is 
that it’s no longer possible to just keep pushing more renewables 
into the current system without also investing in the associated 
technology that is necessary to support that transition. 

The discussion paper considers a number of new technologies that could be used to boost 
energy productivity and increase investment in DER. But without an advanced digital meter, 
customers cannot access most of those technologies and have almost no information to help 
them improve their energy productivity. 

Without these meters, consumers cannot install solar PV, 
engage in demand response and be rewarded for reducing their 
consumption at peak times or using their batteries or electric 
vehicle to support the grid, access potential future services such 
as peer-to-peer trading, or access information about their energy 
consumption and ways to reduce their usage and costs.

Similarly, smart meters can provide extremely valuable data and services for AEMO and 
network businesses to help them manage a grid with higher penetrations of renewables and 
integrate increased amounts of DER while maintaining security and reliability. For example, 
distribution businesses are currently facing increased issues with voltage limits in parts of 
their networks with high penetration of solar PV, but because they have almost no data on 
their low voltage networks they are being forced to impose broad-brush constraints on how 
much solar PV, batteries and other forms of DER customers can connect or the amount of 
energy they can export from their systems.

Smart meter data can help networks manage these issues and increase the amount of DER 
they allow customers to connect, which can reduce network and wholesale energy costs, 
reduce emissions and benefit all customers, not just those with DER. 

The Energy Security Board’s DER integration workplan and the AEMC’s 2019 “Grid of the 
Future” report both recognise the need for increased access to smart meter data as a key 
enabler for the integration of DER and other new technologies into the grid.



AEMO’s own Renewable Integration Study Stage 1 concludes that the advanced digital meter 
has been key to overcoming these issues in Victoria:

“AusNet Services and the other Victorian distribution businesses have a level of visibility other 
NEM DNSPs do not have, through their Advanced Metering Infrastructure (AMI) or ‘smart 
meter’ fleet. This access to customer metering data has enabled AusNet Services to achieve 
a widespread and granular understanding of the impact of residential DPV generation on 
their LV assets.”

AEMO Renewables Integration Study Stage 1, Appendix A (p20)

Intellihub is collaborating with a number of electricity network businesses and retailers on 
its own trials, exploring ways to harness data from advanced digital meters so that networks 
can get greater visibility of the low voltage network and manage these higher penetrations of 
renewable energy. 

The trials will be working examples of how to leverage advanced digital meter technology to 
manage and facilitate renewable energy and DER services.

Australia currently has one of the slowest smart meter 
deployment programs in the world

Smart meters are an established and cost-effective technology that can be quickly deployed 
to support the roadmap’s objectives. However, the current level of penetration of smart 
meters and current deployment rates in Australia are extremely low.  Outside of Victoria, 
Australia has one of the lowest levels of smart meter adoption in the OECD and one of the 
slowest deployment programs in the world.

Figure 1: Advanced meter penetration by country



The vast majority of customers currently have old manually-read mechanical meters that can 
only record the customer’s total consumption and are only read once every three months.

Figures 2 and 3: Total meter market penetration (NEM ex-Victoria); 
Accumulation Meters over 25 years old

Almost two million meters across the National Electricity Market are more than 30 years old. 
Incredibly, there are still an estimated 365,000 old dumb meters in use that are 50 years or 
older. This is one of the last major legacies of the analogue era remaining in the electricity 
system.

They are well beyond their stated asset life and consumers are continuing to pay their 
network provider for maintaining these meters, despite the fact they have already earned an 
appropriate return over their 50-year life.

The AEMC changed the national electricity rules from December 2017 as part of its Power 
of Choice reforms to enable the deployment of smart meters and require all new and 
replacement meters to be smart meters. However, only around 5% of meters are being 
replaced with these meters each year, mainly for new houses or for customers who need 
them to install solar PV. 

Retailers can offer advanced digital meters to customers on an “opt-out” basis, but very few 
are doing so, and some large retailers refuse requests from customers who want to have 
them installed. In 2019, the three largest retailers only proactively installed a total of about 
20,000 smart meters across their entire customer base, or about 0.2% of their existing meters.

The rates of replacement of faulty manually-read meters have fallen, despite increasingly old 
meter fleets, with some network businesses having reduced their accuracy testing rates for 
existing manually-read meters to as low as 40 for every 100,000 meters.



Figure 4: Total Dumb Meter tests, pre-Power of Choice vs  
Post-Power of Choice (NEM ex-Victoria)

At this rate, it is likely to be close to 2050 before a full deployment of smart meters 
is achieved in Australia. This will severely inhibit the ability to fully leverage both DER 
technology and large-scale renewable energy generation. In comparison, most other 
countries completed smart meter deployments in five to seven years.

Figure 5: EU smart-metering deployment timelines 



Figure 6: Meters installed in 2019 by reason and  
jurisdiction (NEM ex-Victoria)

The role for governments in accelerating  
smart meter deployment

An accelerated deployment of smart meters should be identified as a priority technology 
under the Technology Investment Roadmap. That priority should be supported by government 
funding to kick-start the accelerated deployment. 

Government funding could be structured as an incentive for installing smart meters, with a 
payment of a specified amount for each installation of a smart meter to replace an existing 
manually-read meter. This payment would be made to electricity retailers, as they are the 
party responsible for the decision to install a smart meter. The objective of the incentive 
payment would be to remove the current cost differential to retailers between charges for 
continuing to use an old manually-read meter until it fails and charges for a new smart meter.

The payment could be weighted to encourage smart meter deployments in regional areas, 
where there are additional benefits such as remote reading of meters and increase of 
competitive retail products.

Retailers would engage a metering business in the competitive metering market to undertake 
the installation of the new smart meter. Metering businesses can then make smart meter 
data and services available to other energy sector participants, in compliance with the 
current rules on access to data and privacy. Consumers and energy businesses can then use 
the capability of smart meters to boost energy productivity, enable increased uptake of DER 
such as solar PV and batteries, and enable distributors and AEMO to maintain security and 
reliability in a future with higher penetration of DER and other forms of renewable generation.

Source: AER retailer performance data 2019-20



The US Government initiated a similar smart meter technology investment program in 2009, 
which has been widely regarded as a high successful grid modernisation program. Government 
investment became the catalyst for an industry-led, proactive deployment of smart meters, 
with more than 100 million meters eventually deployed across 48 states.

The discussion paper sets short term goals for the 2020-22 period. Achieving those goals will 
require a focus on shovel-ready projects or technologies that are already proven and can be 
scaled-up rapidly. 

An accelerated smart meter deployment has significant 
advantages over most other energy technology projects in that 
it can begin very quickly and does not need long lead times for 
financing or regulatory and environmental approvals. 

Intellihub could increase its trained installers and supply of meters to commence an 
accelerated deployment within three months. Metering businesses must be registered and 
accredited by AEMO and meters can only be installed by licensed electricians. Governments 
can therefore be assured that safety issues would be managed appropriately during an 
accelerated deployment. There are also comprehensive consumer protections and rules 
protecting access to metering data under the existing national electricity rules and national 
energy retail rules. 

Leveraging private sector investment and setting economic 
stretch goals

The proposed technology investment funding would incentivise retailers to accelerate the 
deployment of advanced digital meters, which would then unlock the benefits of smart meter 
data and services for consumers and the rest of the energy sector. Government would only 
need to contribute a small part of the cost of a smart meter, with the majority of the costs of 
installation and ongoing operation and maintenance of the meters continuing to be funded by 
retailers and metering businesses, enabling government to leverage private sector investment.

This funding would only need to be temporary to kick-start the market over an initial 1-2 years.

We suggest that government set stretch goals for advanced digital meter deployment:

• increasing the current rate of smart meter installations from 400,000 to at least 1.5 
million per year by 2022

• 50% of customers should have a smart digital meter by 2025; and

• All customers should have a smart digital meter by 2030.



A $200 million program over 2020-21 would support the accelerated deployment of around 
1.6 million smart meters. After that initial period, Intellihub expects the market to be able 
to deploy smart meters without ongoing government support, particularly if the related 
regulatory reforms noted below are made to reduce transaction costs and commercial 
barriers, and make it easier for parties to access the benefits of smart meters.

Such a program would also help reduce energy costs across the sector, delivering flow-
on benefits for consumers and the productivity of the broader economy by:

• enabling consumers to better understand their consumption and take actions to 
manage their costs

• enabling consumers to invest in and install new technologies such as solar PV, 
batteries and electric vehicles and participate in demand response programs

• improving energy productivity and affordability across the sector, including by:

 ◦ reducing network costs as distributors can access smart meter data, load 
control and other services to better manage demand and avoid costly network 
augmentations; and 

 ◦ reducing wholesale costs as more zero marginal cost renewable energy from 
DER can be used instead of higher-cost centralised generation as distributors 
and AEMO use smart meter data to better manage the grid and reduce 
constraints on the installation of DER or the export of energy from DER.

A program of this nature would also help create around 1,100 skilled jobs such as electricians, 
data analysts and IT developers, many in regional areas. It would also provide opportunities 
for Accredited Service Providers and support for electrical apprenticeships. 

Field Services Providers have confirmed that training can be provided, and jobs can be rapidly 
deployed – from two to three months. These skilled job opportunities can be maintained 
over the full deployment period and help build the workforce of the future. Today’s meter 
installers can be trained to work on new and emerging grid technology.

The incentive should be available in all states and territories with a competitive market 
for smart meters, i.e. NSW, Queensland, South Australia, Tasmania and the ACT. Almost all 
Victorians already have a smart meter, and in WA and the NT advanced digital meters are 
being installed by government-owned electricity network businesses.



Related regulatory reforms

The proposal for government incentive funding for an accelerated deployment has been 
designed so that it could be implemented under the current regulatory regime. This enables 
it to be quickly implemented in the 2020-22 period, avoiding the need for a legislative or rule 
change process that could take a year or more.

A series of regulatory and policy reforms should also be made to leverage the momentum 
from this program. The current rules create barriers to an efficient large-scale deployment of 
smart meters through a lack of transparent data, inadequate incentives for the deployment 
of smart meters and the use of their data and services, and inefficient transaction costs and 
barriers to commercial arrangements for the use of smart meter data and services. 

The ESB’s post-2025 market design review, the AEMC’s 2020 Grid of the Future review and the 
AEMC’s upcoming review of metering contestability provide opportunities to implement those 
reforms.

Conclusion

Smart meter technology is an effective and efficient enabler of technology that is core to our 
nation’s transition to a lower emissions energy system. A two-year government technology 
investment program supporting smart meters can be quickly deployed to meet the short-term 
challenges identified in the Technology Investment Roadmap Discussion Paper, creating scale 
that will allow private sector investment to take over and complete a full deployment by 2030.

Multiple benefits will flow to consumers, the energy market and grid operators; and to the 
community, helping to unlock more than 1,000 skilled jobs – many in regional areas.

 


